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a b s t r a c t

The path following problem of a ship sailing in restricted waters under wind effect is investigated based
on Robust H∞ Guaranteed Cost Control (RHGCC). To design the controller, the ship maneuvering motion
is modeled as a linear uncertain system with norm-bounded time-varying parametric uncertainty. To
counteract the bank and wind effects, the integral of path error is augmented to the original system.
Based on the extended linear uncertain system, sufficient conditions for existence of the RHGCC are
given. To obtain an optimal robust H∞ guaranteed cost control law, a convex optimization problem with
Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) constraints is formulated, which minimizes the guaranteed cost of the
close-loop system and mitigates the effect of external disturbance on the performance output. Numerical
simulations have confirmed the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed control strategy for the
path following goal of a ship sailing in restricted waters under wind effect.
© 2018 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

For a long time, path following problem of a surface ship has
attracted considerable attention in the ship steering and control
communities (Li et al., 2009; Moreira et al., 2007; Oh and Sun,
2010). When a ship sails close to a bank of channel in restricted
waters, the bank effect has a significant influence on the ship
maneuverability. A large amount of studies has indicated that the
ship sailing close to a bank in restricted waters is inherently un-
stable without control. Besides, the wind and wave forces acting on
the ship will seriously affect ship steering and path following
ability. It is important to consider external disturbances when
designing path following controller. In particular, when a ship sails
along a channel bank in restricted waters at low speed, wind effect
is much more significant compared to other external disturbances.
Therefore, it is necessary to study the path following problem in
restricted waters under wind effect.

A large amount of efforts has been devoted to investigate
maneuverability of a vessel sailing in restricted waters by model
test or hydrodynamic computation (Lataire et al., 2012; Ma et al.,

2013; Mucha and el Moctar, 2013a; Sano et al., 2012, 2014). Cor-
responding measures have been taken to enhance ship navigation
safety (Pietrzykowski and Wielgosz, 2011; Zhang et al., 2000).
Furthermore, with the development of automation and control
theory and its application in marine and ocean engineering, more
and more efforts have been devoted to design appropriate control
law to improve the safety and maneuverability of a ship sailing in
restricted waters, such as Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) (Mucha
and el Moctar, 2013b; Thomas and Sclavounos, 2007), Proportional
Integral Derivative (PID) and fuzzy PID control (Lee et al., 2009;
Sano et al., 2014), sliding mode control (Zhang et al., 2000). In some
studies (Mucha and el Moctar, 2013b; Thomas and Sclavounos,
2007), classic LQR was adopted to design a state feedback control
for the vessel sailing along a bank. To design a LQR, the equations of
shipmaneuveringmotionmust be represented as linear state space
equations. However, ship dynamics is highly nonlinear, it is
necessary to consider nonlinear dynamics for a ship sailing in
restricted waters. Sano et al. (2014) designed a Proportional De-
rivative (PD) controller by linearizing the system model. Such
method depends on exact ship dynamic model and is sensitive to
disturbances. If model uncertainties and external disturbances
exist, the close-loop system performance will be severely affected,
and may be unstable in some cases. In the work of Lee et al. (2009),
PID and fuzzy logic were applied to control the heading and bring
the vessel's path to the desired level for a ship passing harbors
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entrance; its result is greatly affected by model uncertainties and
disturbance. Zhang et al. (2000) addressed the path control prob-
lem for a ship sailing in restricted waters using sliding mode
techniques, but the wind effect on the path following was not
considered. All the studies mentioned above did not consider the
environment disturbances when dealing with the controller design
for a ship sailing in restricted waters. This is impractical, since a
ship sailing in restricted waters usually moves at low speed and its
motion is strongly affected by the environment disturbances,
especially wind effect (Yasukawa et al., 2012, 2013).

In this paper, a Robust H∞ Guaranteed Cost Control (RHGCC) is
designed to deal with the path following problem of a ship sailing
in restricted waters under wind effect. The close-loop system based
on the RHGCC can achieve robust stability and minimal guaranteed
cost in despite of model uncertainties and environment distur-
bances. The appropriate choice of the cost function parameters in
classic LQR can help in saving power. However, it cannot cope with
system uncertainty. One approach to solve this problem is the so-
called guaranteed cost control in which model uncertainty is
considered, and a quadratic Lyapunov function is used to establish
an upper bound on the quadratic cost function of the close-loop
system (Liu et al., 2014). The resulting controller provides an up-
per bound (or guaranteed cost) on the cost function. Robust H∞
technique provides an effective way to minimize the impact of
external disturbances on the close-loop system by establishing an

upper bound on the H∞ norm. This advantage makes the RHGCC
effective in dealing with model uncertainties and external distur-
bances. Furthermore, sufficient conditions for the existence of the
RHGCC are deduced, and a convex optimization problem with
Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) constraints is formulated to obtain
an optimal robust H∞ guaranteed cost control law (Kosmidou and
Boutalis, 2006). The important advantages are exploited to design
the optimal RHGCC that minimizes the guaranteed cost of the
close-loop system, and mitigates the impact of external distur-
bances on the close-loop system.

2. Model definition

In order to design a reliable path following controller for a ship
sailing in restricted waters under wind effect, a complete set of
equations, i.e., mathematical models, should be established.

2.1. Ship kinematic and dynamic models

In this paper, the path following problem of a ship sailing close
to a channel bank in restricted waters is considered, and the
channel width is 89m. There are only one propeller and one rudder
located stern, no lateral thruster to control the sway motion. To
analyze the motion, it is convenient to adopt two right-handed
coordinate frames as shown in Fig. 1, where os � xsyszs is the

Nomenclature

AY lateral projected area of the vessel above the
waterline

CNA wind moment coefficient depending on the relative
wind direction qA

CYA wind force coefficient depending on the relative
wind direction qA

d ship draft
Iz moment of inertia of the vessel about the vertical axis
L ship length
m vehicle's mass
mij added mass of the vessel in the ith direction due to a

unit acceleration in the jth direction
N yaw moment without including the hydrodynamic

inertia terms
N0 steady moment due to propeller rotations
NA aerodynamic moment due to wind
NA mean wind moment
~NA fluctuating wind moment
ob � xbybzb body-fixed reference frame
os � xsyszs inertial reference frame
P(t) wind pressure acting on the vehicle
PðtÞ mean wind pressure acting on the vehicle
~PðtÞ fluctuating wind pressure acting on the vehicle
r yaw (angular) rate
S~NA

ðuÞ power spectral density of yaw moment due to

fluctuating wind speed
S~PðuÞ power spectral density of pressure acting on the

vehicle due to fluctuating wind
S~VA

ðuÞ power spectral density of relative fluctuating wind

speed
S~VW

ðuÞ power spectral density of absolute fluctuating wind

speed

S~YA
ðuÞ power spectral density of lateral force due to

fluctuating wind speed
U resultant velocity of the vessel,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 þ v2

p
u surge (forward) velocity, defined in the body-fixed

reference frame
v sway (lateral) velocity, defined in the body-fixed

reference frame
VA relative wind speed
VA relative mean wind speed
~VA relative fluctuating wind speed
VW absolute wind speed, defined in the inertial reference

frame
VW absolute mean wind speed
~VW absolute fluctuating wind speed
xG longitudinal position of the center of gravity of the

vehicle, defined in the body-fixed reference frame
Y sway force without including the hydrodynamic

inertia terms
Y0 steady force due to propeller rotations
YA aerodynamic force due to wind
YA mean wind force
~YA fluctuating wind force
b drift angle
d rudder angle
h off-centerline displacement
qA relative direction of the mean wind
qW wind direction, defined in the inertial reference

frame
x extra variable augmented to the original system
r water density
ra air density
j heading angle
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inertial reference frame with os � xsys located at the undisturbed
free surface, xs-axis coinciding with the centerline of the channel;
ob � xbybzb is the body-fixed reference frame, with the origin

setting at the midship, xb-axis (the longitudinal axis) pointing from
aft to fore, yb-axis (the transverse axis) pointing to starboard, and
ob � xbyb plane located at the undisturbed free surface. The off-
centerline displacement is defined as h, and the lateral coordinate
value of the bank is ±44:5 m. The rudder angle and heading angle
are represented by d and j, respectively; U denotes the resultant
velocity. u and v represent the surge (forward) and sway (lateral)
velocities, respectively, defined in the body-fixed reference frame;
and r is the yaw (angular) rate. VW and qW arewind speed andwind
direction respectively, defined in the inertial reference frame.

Assumption 1. (ⅰ) The ship speed U is constant, the heading angle
j is small, so that it is possible to leave surge motion out of
consideration, and it is enough to consider only sway and yaw
motions; (ⅱ) The mass distribution of the vehicle is homogeneous,
and the vehicle is rigid body; (ⅲ) The geometry of the vehicle is
symmetrical about the longitudinal center plane; (ⅳ) The external
disturbances from waves and current are neglected; (ⅴ) uzU, as v
is small.

The kinematic equations can be expressed as:

_h ¼ u sin jþ v cos j
_j ¼ r

(1)

According to Assumption 1, nondimensionalizing the variables
in Eq. (1) with the ship length L and ship speed U, it follows the

nondimensional form of Eq. (1):

_h0 ¼ sin jþ v0 cos j
_j
0 ¼ r0

(2)

where “0” denotes the corresponding nondimensional variables.
Under Assumption 1, the dynamic equations are obtained (Sano

et al., 2014):

ðmþm22Þ _vþ ðxGmþm26Þ _r þ ðmþm11Þr ¼ Y�
Iz þ x2Gmþm66

�
_r þ ðxGmþm26Þ _vþ xGmr ¼ N (3)

where xG is the longitudinal position of the center of gravity of the
vehicle.m is the vehicle's mass and Iz is themoment of inertia about
the vertical axis; mij is the added mass in the ith direction due to a
unit acceleration in the jth direction. Yand N are the sway force and
yaw moment without including the hydrodynamic inertia terms.

Nondimensionalizing all the variables in Eq. (3) by using the
ship length L, draft d, ship speed U and water density r, it follows
the nondimensional dynamic equations (Sano et al., 2014):

ðm0 þm0
22Þ _v0 þ ðx0Gm0 þm0

26Þ _r0 þ ðm0 þm0
11Þr0 ¼ Y 0�

I0z þ x02Gm
0 þm0

66

�
_r0 þ ðx0Gm0 þm0

26Þ _v0 þ x0Gm0r0 ¼ N0 (4)

where Y0 and N0 are the nondimensional sway force and yaw
moment, which are represented by the following polynomial ex-
pressions (Sano et al., 2014):

where Y 0
0 andN0

0 are constant terms, representing the steady force
and moment due to propeller rotations; b is the drift angle, Y 0

b etc.
are the linear hydrodynamic derivatives; Y 0

bbb etc. are the
nonlinear hydrodynamic derivatives, Y 0

A and N0
A are the nondi-

mensional aerodynamic force/moment due to wind.

Remark. The comprehensive nonlinear models given here can
capture the essential characteristics of the ship dynamics sailing in
restricted waters under wind effect. This nonlinear model is used
for simulation and performance evaluation only, its highly
nonlinearity and complexity make it very difficult to be used to
analyze and design a path following control law.

2.2. Wind force model (Jia and Yang, 1999)

The effects of environmental disturbances (wind, waves and
current) on a ship will directly affect its stability and maneuver-
ability. The wind effect is significant when a ship sails in restricted
waters at low speed. To investigate the performance and robustness
of a ship motion control system under wind influence, it is
important to give an accurate description of wind force and
moment.

The loads on a vessel induced by wind depend on the wind
speed and direction. In practice, wind does not blowwith a uniform
speed and in a constant direction. The wind force/moment on a

Fig. 1. Coordinate systems for a ship sailing in channel.

Y 0 ¼ Y 0
0 þ Y 0

bbþ Y 0
rr0 þ Y 0

hh
0 þ Y 0

ddþ Y 0
bbbb

3 þ Y 0
bhhbh

02

þY 0
bbhb

2h0 þ Y 0
hhhh

03 þ Y 0
hhdh

02dþ Y 0
bddbd

2 þ Y 0
bbdb

2dþ Y 0
A

N0 ¼ N0
0 þ N0

bbþ N0
rr0 þ N0

hh
0 þ N0

ddþ N0
bbbb

3

þN0
bhhbh

02 þ N0
bbhb

2h0 þ N0
hhhh

03 þ N0
hhdh

02dþ N0
bddbd

2 þ N0
bbdb

2dþ N0
A

(5)
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vessel can be decomposed into a mean wind force/moment caused
by the mean wind speed and a fluctuating one caused by the
gustiness. According to the principle of superposition, the resultant
wind force YA and moment NA can be expressed as

YA ¼ YA þ ~YA
NA ¼ NA þ ~NA

(6)

where YA, NA are the mean wind force/moment due to mean wind
speed, ~YA, ~NA are the fluctuating wind force/moment due to fluc-
tuating wind speed.

2.2.1. Mean wind force/moment
The lateral force and yaw moment on the vehicle due to the

mean wind speed are expressed as:

YA ¼ 1
2
raAYV

2
ACYAðqAÞ

NA ¼ 1
2
raAYLV

2
ACNAðqAÞ

(7)

where V
2
A ¼ u2A þ v2A; uA ¼ uþ VW cosðqW � jÞ;

vA ¼ vþ VW sinðqW � jÞ and qA ¼ tan�1ðvA=uAÞ; ra is the air den-
sity, AY is the lateral projected area of the vessel above the water-
line, VW denotes the absolute speed of the mean wind defined in
the inertial reference frame; VA, qA are the relative speed and di-
rection of the mean wind defined in the body-fixed reference
frame; CYA and CNA are the wind force/moment coefficients
depending on the relative wind direction qA.

2.2.2. Fluctuating wind force/moment
Since the relative wind speed consists of the relative meanwind

speed (VA) and the relative fluctuating wind speed (~VA), i.e., VA ¼
VA þ ~VA, the wind pressure P(t) acting on the vehicle can be
expressed as:

PðtÞ ¼ 1
2
raCD

�
VA þ ~VA

�2
(8)

where CD is the wind pressure coefficient.
Assuming ~VA is small, ~V

2
A can be neglected and P(t) can be

expressed as:

PðtÞ ¼ P þ ~PðtÞ (9)

where P ¼ 1
2raCDV

2
A, ~PðtÞ ¼ 2P

VA

~VA.

According to the linear system theory in random process, if the
frequency response function of a system is GðiuÞ, the spectral
densities of input I and output O are SIðuÞ, SOðuÞ respectively, it has
the relation SOðuÞ ¼ jGðiuÞj2SIðuÞ.

In Eq. (9), 2P=VA is constant, the power spectral density of
pressure acting on the vehicle due to fluctuating wind is

S~PðuÞ ¼
4P

2

V
2
A

S~VA
ðuÞ (10)

Relative wind speed, absolute wind speed and ship speed have
the relation:

V2
AðtÞ ¼ V2

W ðtÞ þ U2 þ 2VW ðtÞU cosðqW � jÞ (11)

Since VW ðtÞ ¼ VW þ ~VW , VAðtÞ ¼ VA þ ~VA, it follows

V
2
A ¼ V

2
W þ U2 þ 2VWU cosðqW � jÞ

~VA ¼
"
VW þ U cosðqW � jÞ

VA

#
~VW

(12)

As a result, the power spectral density of relative fluctuating
wind speed is:

S~VA
ðuÞ ¼

"
VW þ U cosðqW � jÞ

VA

#2
S~VW

ðuÞ (13)

Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (10), it follows

S~PðuÞ ¼
4P

2

V
2
A

�
VW þ U cosðqW � jÞ

VA

�2
S~VW

ðuÞ (14)

Thus, the power spectral density of lateral force and yaw
moment due to fluctuating wind speed are:

S~YA
ðuÞ ¼ 4Y

2
A

V
2
A

�
VW þU cosðqW �jÞ

VA

�2
S~VW

ðuÞ

S~NA
ðuÞ ¼ 4N

2
A

V
2
A

�
VW þU cosðqW �jÞ

VA

�2
S~VW

ðuÞ (15)

The power spectral density S~VW
ðuÞ of the fluctuating wind speed

is obtained from the Davenport power spectral, that is,

S~VW
ðuÞ ¼ 4k

VW

u

c2�
1þ c2

�4=3 ; (16)

where k is the frictional resistance coefficient, and c ¼ 600u
pVW

.

According to the definition of spectral density, the fluctuating
wind pressure in time domain is

~PðtÞ ¼
ð∞

0

cosðut þ εÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2S~PðuÞdu

q
(17)

and its discrete form is

~P
�
tj
� ¼ XN

i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2S~PðuiÞDui

q
cos

�
uitj þ εi

�
; j ¼ 0;1;2;/ (18)

The fluctuating wind pressure caused by fluctuating wind speed
can be computed by substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (18).

3. Preliminaries and problem formulation

In this section, some useful prior knowledge is presented to
obtain the results for the control design. The kinematics and dy-
namics for designing control law are also presented. Finally, the
control objective is given.

3.1. Preliminaries

Definition 1. (Briat, 2014) Given the affine system

_xðtÞ ¼ AðtÞxðtÞ; t � 0 (19)

where AðtÞ is a time varying matrix with certain dimensions. The
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system is quadratically stable if the positive definite quadratic form

VðxÞ ¼ xT Px; P2Sn_0 (20)

is a Lyapunov function for the affine system Eq. (19), where Sn_0
denotes positive-definite symmetrical n-dimensional real matrix.

Lemma 1. (Briat, 2014). Given the affine system Eq. (19), it is
quadratically stable if and only if there exists a matrix P2Sn_0 such
that the LMI

AðtÞTP þ PAðtÞ30 (21)

holds for all available AðtÞ.

Lemma 2. (Gallier, 2010). For any symmetric matrix M of the form

M ¼
�
A B
BT C

�
(22)

if C is invertible, then the following properties hold:

1) M>0 if and only if C> 0 and A� BC�1BT >0.
2) If C> 0, then M>0 if and only if A� BC�1BT � 0.

Lemma 3. (Dullerud and Paganini, 2013). Let x2Rp; y2Rq, D and
E are constant matrices with certain dimensions. For any matrix F
satisfying FTF � I, where I is a unit matrix, there exists

2xTDFEy � εxTDTDxþ 1
ε

yTETEy (23)

where ε is a positive constant.

3.2. Kinematics and dynamics for designing control law

Although the models in Section 2 have high accuracy, their
complexity makes them very difficult to be used to analyze and
design the control law. A simplified model which has considerable
accuracy for designing the path following control is needed.

Assumption 2. (ⅰ) Y 0
0 and N0

0 in Eq. (5) are small constants and do
not affect system dynamic property, and their effects can be
compensated by the integration, therefore they are negligible when
designing path following control; (ⅱ) Except Y 0

hhh; Y 0
hhd; Y 0

bhh

and N0
hhh; N0

hhd; N0
bhh, other nonlinear hydrodynamic items are

very small and negligible.

Assumption 3. (ⅰ) Since the straight line path following problem
for a ship sailing along a channel bank in restricted waters is
considered, the order of magnitude of j and v0 is small, then the first
equation in Eq. (2) can be simplified as _h0 ¼ jþ v0; (ⅱ) b has a small
order of magnitude, thus bz� v0.

Under Assumption 2 and Assumption 3, the mathematical
model for path following control design can be expressed as:

In order to proceed with the design of RHGCC, rewrite Eq. (24) in
the following compact form:

_x ¼ AðtÞxþ BðtÞdþ D0w (25)

where x is the system states, d is the control input (rudder angle),w
is the external disturbance input, and

x ¼ ð x1 x2 x3 x4 ÞT ¼ �
v0 r0 h0 j

�T

AðtÞ ¼ A0 þ DAðtÞ; BðtÞ ¼ B0 þ DBðtÞ

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ðm0 þm0
22Þ _v0 þ ðx0Gm0 þm0

26Þ _r0 þ ðm0 þm0
11Þr0 ¼

�Y 0
bv

0 þ Y 0
rr0 þ Y 0

hh
0 þ Y 0

dd� Y 0
bhhv

0h02 þ Y 0
hhhh

03 þ Y 0
hhdh

02dþ Y 0
A�

I0z þ x02Gm
0 þm0

66

�
_r0 þ ðx0Gm0 þm0

26Þ _v0 þ x0Gm0r0 ¼ �N0
bv

0 þ N0
rr0 þ N0

hh
0 þ N0

dd� N0
bhhv

0h02 þ N0
hhhh

03 þ N0
hhdh

02dþ N0
A

_h0 ¼ jþ v0
_j
0 ¼ r0

(24)

A0 ¼

2
66666666664

�t3Y
0
b þ t2N

0
b

t1t3 � t22

t3ðY 0
r �m0 �m0

11Þ � t2ðN0
r � x0Gm0Þ

t1t3 � t22

t3Y
0
h � t2N

0
h

t1t3 � t22
0

t2Y
0
b � t1N

0
b

t1t3 � t22

�t2ðY 0
r �m0 �m0

11Þ þ t1ðN0
r � x0Gm0Þ

t1t3 � t22

�t2Y
0
h þ t1N

0
h

t1t3 � t22
0

1 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

3
77777777775
; B0 ¼

2
66666666664

t3Y
0
d � t2N

0
d

t1t3 � t22

�t2Y
0
d þ t1N

0
d

t1t3 � t22
0

0

3
77777777775
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D0 ¼

2
66666666664

t3
t1t3 � t22

�t2
t1t3 � t22

�t2
t1t3 � t22

t1
t1t3 � t22

0 0

0 0

3
77777777775
; w ¼ �

Y 0
A N0

A
�T
;

where

t1 ¼ m0 þm0
22; t2 ¼ x0Gm0 þm0

26; t3 ¼ I0z þ x02Gm
0 þm0

66

It can be seen that the nonlinear ship motion model Eq. (24) has
been expressed as a linear uncertain form Eq. (25), the nonlinear
part is included in DAðtÞ and DBðtÞ. Some elements involved in
DAðtÞ andDBðtÞ depend on h0, which is time-varying and previously
unknown, thus DAðtÞ and DBðtÞ are unknown in advance. However,
h0 is bounded, DAðtÞ and DBðtÞ can be represented by

½DAðtÞ DBðtÞ � ¼ GFðtÞ½ Ea Eb � (26)

where G; Ea; Eb are constant matrices with certain dimensions,
relating the uncertainties with the nominal system. FðtÞ is a time-
varying bounded real matrix, its elements are Lebesgue measur-
able, and satisfies FT ðtÞFðtÞ< I(This condition can be easily fulfilled
by properly choosing G and Ea, Eb, for h0 is bounded). As long as
FT ðtÞFðtÞ< I, the designed control based on Eq. (25) is robust to
parameter uncertainties since FðtÞ is arbitrary.

Eq. (25) can be used to design a RHGCC, and the procedure can
also be used to take more uncertain terms into account. Never-
theless, too much uncertainty in the system will lower the perfor-
mance level.

3.3. Control objectives

Since the path following problem of a ship sailing along a
channel bank in restricted waters under wind effect is considered,
the control objective is to design a control law to stabilize the error
kh� hdk (hd is the lateral position of the desired path) in finite time,
and to ensure all the system states of the vehicle to be bounded
accounting for system uncertainty and wind effect.

4. Path following control design

A sufficient condition for the existence of a RHGCC is given.
Furthermore, a convex optimization problem with LMI constraints
is formulated to obtain an optimal RHGCC. Then a path following
control is designed based on the extended state system according
to the RHGCC.

4.1. Guaranteed cost control for linear uncertain system

Consider the linear uncertain system without external
disturbances

_x ¼ ðA0 þ DAðtÞÞxþ ðB0 þ DBðtÞÞd (27)

where DAðtÞ and DBðtÞ are real-valued matrix functions repre-
senting time varying parameter uncertainties in the system model,
and meet Eq. (26). Consider a quadratic cost function associated
with the system Eq. (27) as:

J ¼
ð∞

0

h
xT ðtÞQxðtÞ þ dTðtÞRdðtÞ

i
dt (28)

where Q and R are given positive-definite symmetric matrices.

Definition 2. For the system Eq. (27) with the quadratic cost
function in Eq. (28), if the state feedback control law d* ¼ Kx(t) (K is
the state feedback matrix) can make the close-loop system
asymptotically stable and the upper bound of the quadratic cost
function J of the close-loop system is minimum, then d* is an
optimal quadratically guaranteed cost controller (Petersen and
McFarlane, 1994; Yu and Chu, 1999).

Theorem 1. A state feedback control law dðtÞ ¼ KxðtÞ is said to be a
quadratically guaranteed cost controller of system Eq. (27) with the
quadratic cost function Eq. (28) if there exists a symmetric definite
matrix P2Rn�n such that

Q þ KTRK þ P½Aþ BK þ GFðEa þ EbKÞ�
þ½Aþ BK þ GFðEa þ EbKÞ�TP <0 (29)

for all admissible uncertainties (Yang et al., 2009).

Lemma 4. If uðtÞ ¼ KxðtÞ is a quadratically guaranteed cost
controller of system Eq. (27) with cost function Eq. (28), then the
close-loop uncertain system

_xðtÞ ¼ ½Aþ BK þ GFðEa þ EbKÞ�xðtÞ (30)

is quadratically stable, and the cost function value of the close-loop
system is no more than J� ¼ xT0Px0, which is said to be the guaranteed
cost of the system Eq. (27).

The guaranteed cost of the system Eq. (27) can be determined in
terms of the matrix P and the initial state. It is clear that such a
guaranteed cost depends on the choice of the guaranteed cost
controller. In particular, a controller to minimize the corresponding
guaranteed cost and tomitigate the impact of external disturbances
is more interesting. Guaranteed cost control combined with the
robust H∞ technique can provide an effective way to attain the goal.

DAðtÞ ¼

2
66666666664

�t3Y
0
bhh þ t2N

0
bhh

t1t3 � t22
0

t3Y
0
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0
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0

t2Y
0
bhh � t1N

0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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3
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2
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4.2. Robust H∞ guaranteed cost control for linear uncertain system

Consider the linear uncertain systemwith external disturbances

_x ¼ ðA0 þ DAðtÞÞxþ ðB0 þ DBðtÞÞdþ D0w
z ¼ C0x
xð0Þ ¼ x0

(31)

where z is the performance output, which is a virtual output used
only for control design, C0 is a known constant matrix; DAðtÞ and
DBðtÞ are real-valued matrix functions representing time varying
parameter uncertainties in the system model, and satisfy Eq. (26).

Consider a quadratic cost function associated with the system
Eq. (31) as:

J ¼
ð∞

0

h
xT ðtÞQxðtÞ þ dTðtÞRdðtÞ

i
dt (32)

where Q and R are given positive-definite symmetric matrices.
It is well known that robust H∞ techniques are effective method

to mitigate the impact of external disturbance on the close-loop
system. In the robust H∞ techniques, the impact of w on output z
serves as the evaluation index, which is proved to be equal to the
close-loop H∞ norm kTzwðsÞk∞ (TzwðsÞ is the transfer function from
w to z). Therefore, the standard H∞ control problem turns to
characterizing and computing an optimal solution to the following
optimization problem

minimize
subject to
K stabilizes P internally

kTzwðPðsÞ;KðsÞÞk∞ (33)

The real rational transfer matrices PðsÞ and KðsÞ are the plant
and the controller respectively, as show in Fig. 2.

The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for the ex-
istence of a RHGCC, and provides a bound on the close-loop H∞
norm.

Theorem 2. For the system Eq. (31) and the quadratic cost function
in Eq. (32), suppose that there exist positive constants ε, g and
positive-definite symmetric matrix P, d*ðtÞ ¼ K*xðtÞ is a RHGCC if and
only if K ¼ K* fulfills the following inequality:

kTzwðsÞk∞ � g.

Proof:
Choosing the candidate Lyapunov function as:

VðxðtÞÞ ¼ xT ðtÞP�1xðtÞ (35)

1) The exogenous disturbance is set as zero to consider the system
quadratic stability. Differentiating the candidate Lyapunov
function with respect to time yields

_VðxðtÞÞ ¼ xT ðtÞ
h
ðA0 þ B0KÞTP�1 þ P�1ðA0 þ B0KÞ

þðEa þ EbKÞTFT ðtÞGTP�1 þ P�1GFðtÞðEa þ EbKÞ
i
xðtÞ

(36)

According to Lemma 3, Eq. (36) turns to

According to Definition 1, it can be concluded from Eq. (37)
that the close-loop system with dðtÞ ¼ KxðtÞ is quadratically
stable.

2) To obtain the guaranteed cost:
As CT

0C0 is semi-definite, according to Eq. (37) it has

xT ðtÞ
h
Q þ KTRK

i
xðtÞ< � _VðxðtÞÞ (38)

Integrating Eq. (38) from 0 to ∞ for both sides, the quadratic
cost function J satisfies

Fig. 2. Standard H∞ control problem.

Q þ KTRK þ P�1ðA0 þ B0KÞ þ ðA0 þ B0KÞTP�1 þ g�2P�1D0D
T
0P

�1 þ CT
0C0

þε
�1P�1GGTP�1 þ εðEa þ EbKÞTðEa þ EbKÞ<0

(34)

and has

_VðxðtÞÞ< xTðtÞ
h
ðA0 þ B0KÞTP�1 þ P�1ðA0 þ B0KÞ þ εðEa þ EbKÞTðEa þ EbKÞ þ ε

�1P�1GGTP�1
i
xðtÞ

< xTðtÞ
h
� Q � KTRK � CT

0C0
i
xðtÞ

<0

(37)
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J ¼
ð∞

0

xT ðtÞ
h
Q þ KTRK

i
xðtÞdt <

ð∞

0

� _VðxðtÞÞdt (39)

Since it has been proved that the system is quadratically
stable, the system states approach to 0 as t/∞. The quadratic
cost function J satisfies

J <Vðxð0ÞÞ (40)

Note that the upper bound Vðxð0ÞÞ depends on the initial
condition x0. To remove this dependence on the initial condi-
tion, it is assumed that x0 is a zero-mean random variable
satisfying Efx0xT0g ¼ I. In this case, the expected value of the
quadratic cost function is

J ¼ E

8<
:

ð∞

0

h
xTðtÞQxðtÞ þ dT ðtÞRdðtÞ

i
dt

9=
; (41)

It follows that the expected value of the quadratic cost func-
tion satisfies

J � J
* ¼ traceðPÞ (42)

3) To study disturbance attenuation, xð0Þ is set as zero, and an
exogenous input is considered. Differentiating the Lyapunov
function Eq. (35) with respect to time, it follows

_VðxðtÞÞ ¼ xT ðtÞ
h
ðA0þB0KÞTP�1þP�1ðA0þB0KÞ

þðEaþEbKÞTFT ðtÞGTP�1þP�1GFðtÞðEaþEbKÞ
i
xðtÞ

þwT ðtÞDT
0P

�1xðtÞþ xTðtÞP�1D0wðtÞ
<xT ðtÞ

h
ðA0þB0KÞTP�1þP�1ðA0þB0KÞ

þεðEaþEbKÞT ðEaþEbKÞþ ε
�1P�1GGTP�1

i
xðtÞ

þg2wT ðtÞwðtÞþg�2xT ðtÞP�1D0D
T
0P

�1xðtÞ

(43)

Substituting Eq. (34) into Eq. (43), it follows

_VðxðtÞÞ< xT ðtÞ
h
� Q � KTRK � CT

0C0
i
xðtÞ þ g2wT ðtÞwðtÞ

(44)

Integrating Eq. (44) from 0 to ∞ for both sides, it follows

ð∞

0

h
g2wTðtÞwðtÞ � xT ðtÞCT

0C0xðtÞ
i
dt

>Vðxð∞ÞÞ þ
ð∞

0

xT ðtÞ
�
Q þ KTRK

�
xðtÞdt >0

(45)

As z ¼ C0xðtÞ, it follows

kzk22 <g2kwk22

A sufficient condition for the existence of a RHGCC is given in
Theorem 2, but it cannot be solved directly to obtain the control
law. By the Schur complement, the following theorem is obtained.
It formulates a convex optimization problem with LMI constraints,
which can be solved numerically to obtain an optimal RHGCC.

Theorem 3. For system Eq. (31) with the quadratic cost function in
Eq. (32), if the following convex optimization problem in Eq. (46) has
an optimal solution ðg*;Y*;P*Þ, the state feedback d*ðtÞ ¼ Y*P*�1xðtÞ
is an optimal RHGCC, guaranteeing the minimum upper bound of the
cost as J* ¼ traceðP*Þ and the close-loop H∞ norm as kzk22=kwk22 <g2.

min
g;Y ;P

traceðM0Þ (46)

Fig. 3. Block diagram for the close-loop ship motion control system.

s:t:

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

aÞ

2
666666664

A0P þ B0Y þ PAT
0 þ YTBT0 P YT G PETa þ YTETb PCT

0 D0

P �Q�1 0 0 0 0 0
Y 0 �R�1 0 0 0 0
GT 0 0 �εI 0 0 0

EaP þ EbY 0 0 0 �ε
�1I 0 0

PC0 0 0 0 0 �I 0
DT
0 0 0 0 0 0 �g2I

3
777777775
<0

bÞ
�
M0 I
I P

�
>0

(47)

Fig. 4. Block diagram for the control systems with low pass filter.
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4.3. Path following control design

Ships sailing along a channel bank in restricted waters under
wind effect experiences persistent disturbances caused by bank
and wind, which can cause undesired deviations from the desired
path. To solve this problem, an extra variable representing the in-
tegral of the path error is introduced to the original linear uncertain
system. The integral term allows the control law to give a non-zero
rudder angle when the vessel has converged to the desired path
and thus counteracts the external disturbance in the steady state,
ensuring that the ship follows the desired path without steady-
state error.

An extra variable x is augmented to the original system Eq. (24)
to obtain the extended state system Eq. (48). According to the same
process in Section 3.2, Eq. (48) can be written in a compact form as
in Eq. (25) with x ¼ �

v0 r0 h0 j x
�T . According to Theorem 2

and Theorem 3, an optimal RHGCC can be obtained for the sys-
tem Eq. (48).

Table 1
Main parameters of the ship and the channel.

Parameter Value

Length (m) 136.7
Breadth (m) 22.0
Mean draft (m) 10.5
Longitudinal position of the ship's center of gravity (m) �0.89
Displacement volume (m3) 15,317
Channel width (m) 89
Water depth to draft ratio 2.03

Table 2
Inertial terms and hydrodynamic coefficients.

Coefficient Value Coefficient Value Coefficient Value

m0 0.2227 Y 0
b 0.413 N0

b 0.191

m0
11 0.0188 Y 0

h 0.06 N0
h -0.03

m0
22 0.3154 Y 0

r 0.053 N0
d 0.018

m0
26 -0.0034 Y 0

bbb 5.25 N0
r -0.064

m0
66 0.0138 Y 0

d -0.041 N0
bbb -0.293

x0G -0.0065 Y 0
bbh 1.42 N0

bbh -0.734

I0z 0.3515 Y 0
bbd -0.636 N0

bbd 0.239

Y 0
0 -0.004 Y 0

bhh 1.55 N0
bhh 0.731

N0
0 0.000 Y 0

bdd 0.729 N0
bdd 0.119

Y 0
hhh 2.55 N0

hhh 0.181
Y 0

hhd 0.196 N0
hhd -0.021

Fig. 5. Sway velocity, yaw rate, lateral position and heading angle at hd ¼ 0.1L

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ðm0 þm0
22Þ _v0 þ ðx0Gm0 þm0

26Þ _r0 þ ðm0 þm0
11Þr0 ¼ Y 0

bbþ Y 0
rr0 þ Y 0

hh
0 þ Y 0

ddþ Y 0
bhhbh

02 þ Y 0
hhhh

03 þ Y 0
hhdh

02dþ Y 0
A�

I0z þ x02Gm
0 þm0

66

�
_r0 þ ðx0Gm0 þm0

26Þ _v0 þ x0Gm0r0 ¼ N0
bbþ N0

rr0 þ N0
hh

0 þ N0
ddþ N0

bhhbh
02 þ N0

hhhh
03 þ N0

hhdh
02dþ N0

A

_h0 ¼ sin jþ v0 cos j
_j
0 ¼ r0

_x ¼ h0 � h0d

(48)
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Fig. 3 shows the block diagram for the ship motion control
system, where model uncertainty and external disturbances are
considered, [K1, K2]¼ K*, K* is deduced from Theorem 3. In the
controller block, K1 is the constant state feedback gain matrix for
system's original states, and the gain K2 is for the extended state x.
In a word, the control input is d ¼ K1½v0; r0; h0;j�T þ K2x.

In practice, wind force acting on a ship consists of low-frequency
and high-frequency components. Low-frequency wind force causes
low-frequency drift of ship position, which is usually compensated
with integral action in the control law. The high-frequency wind-
induced forces are normally too high to be considered in ship

motion control design (Fossen, 2011). However, the frequency of
fluctuating wind force is within the bandwidth of the steering
engine, and the steering engine could counteract the high-
frequency wind force. This might result in unacceptable operation
conditions for the rudder due to power consumption and potential
wear of the actuator. In order to protect the rudder from high-
frequency operation, low pass filter is used in the close-loop sys-
tem, as depicted in Fig. 4.

Remark. The constant of the low pass filter is determined by the
method of trial and error in the simulations, a proper constant is

Fig. 6. Rudder angle and rudder rate at hd ¼ 0.1L

Fig. 7. Sway velocity, yaw rate, lateral position and heading angle at hd ¼ 0.14L

Fig. 8. Rudder angle and rudder rate at hd ¼ 0.14L
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chosen to filter the high-frequency fluctuating signals, and simul-
taneously to guarantee the time delay much less than the time
constant of the ship motion control system.

5. Simulation results and discussions

To verify the above control law, this section provides simulation
results for a ship model (Sano et al., 2014) with the dynamics in Eq.
(4). The main parameters of the ship and the channel are listed in
Table 1; the nondimensional mass, moment of inertia, longitudinal
position of the center of gravity, and the detailed hydrodynamic
coefficients in Eqs. (4) and (5) are given in Table 2 (Sano et al., 2014).

5.1. Robust to model uncertainty

In order to testify the robustness to model uncertainty, simu-
lation results for the close-loop system under RHGCC are compared
with those under the standard LQR strategy. The time domain
simulation of ship motion based on the nonlinear model derived in

Section 2 is conducted using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method
with a time interval of 0.1s, and the simulation time is 4000s.

In practice, the rudder angle and rudder rate are limited
within jdj � 35� and

			 _d
			 � 5 º/s. For the sake of performance com-

parison, however, the rudder angle and rudder rate limits are
not considered here. The initial conditions are set as v0 ¼ 0 m/s,
r0 ¼ 0�/s, h0 ¼ 0.1m, j0 ¼ 0, x0 ¼ 0 m,s, where x0 is the initial
value for the extended state. The ship speed is 6 knots. The
state feedback gain matrix in RHGCC and LQR are
[-20.8031, �175.7583, �60.2219, �174.2934, �5.9394] and
[3.9625, �29.246, �4.8982, �20.4348, �1], respectively. Same Q
and R are chosen in RHGCC and LQR. To evaluate the robustness,
system performances under different conditions (hd¼0.1L, 0.14L)
are compared. Under each condition, the desired lateral position is
set as -hd first, and changes to hd at t¼1500s. The system states and
inputs in the simulation are presented in Figs. 5e8. In Figs. 5 and 7,
the time histories of system states under different conditions are
compared. From the simulation results, it can be concluded that the
system states in LQR fluctuate much larger than those in RHGCC as

Fig. 9. Wind pressure coefficients.

Fig. 10. Sway velocity, yaw rate, lateral position and heading angle at hd ¼ 0.1L, VW ¼1.5U under PD.
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hd increases, hence the close-loop system under RHGCC is more
robust to the parameter uncertainty. The rudder angle and rudder
rate under different conditions are compared in Figs. 6 and 8. The
simulation results show that the rudder operations in LQR at
hd ¼ 0.14L is beyond the rudder capacity, while the rudder opera-
tions in RHGCC can meet the rudder angle and rudder rate limits.
Therefore, the close-loop system under LQR cannot follow different
desired paths well.

5.2. System performance under wind effect

The wind pressure coefficients refer to Yasukawa et al. (2013),
and are presented in Fig. 9. The time domain simulations are con-
ducted using the forth-order Runge-Kutta method with a time in-
terval of 0.1s, and the simulation time is 2000s. The initial
conditions are set as v0¼ 0.0m/s, r0¼ 0.0�/s, h0 ¼ 0.03m, j0
¼ 0.0�; the ship speed is 6knot. The rudder angle and rudder rate
limits ( jdj � 35º and

			 _d
			 � 5º/s) are considered in the feedback

design and simulation. Since the close-loop system under LQR
cannot follow different desired paths well as illustrated above, a
proportional derivative (PD) control is designed for comparison.
Simulations of the close-loop system under different conditions
(hd¼0.1L, �0.05L; VW ¼ 1.5U, 3.0U; qW ¼±30�, ±90�, ±150�) are
compared to testify the robustness of the close-loop system under
RHGCC.

Case 1. hd ¼ 0.1L; VW ¼ 1.5U, qW ¼±30�, ±90�, ±150�. The simu-
lation results shown in Figs. 10 and 11 present the system states of
the close-loop system under RHGCC and PD, respectively. From the
time histories of h in Fig. 10, it can be seen that the steady-state
lateral positions under the PD control cannot coverage to the
desired path hd ¼ 0.1L with zero error under different wind di-
rections. On the contrary, the time histories of h in Fig. 11 show that
the lateral position can converge to the desired one with zero mean

Fig. 11. Sway velocity, yaw rate, lateral position and heading angle at hd ¼ 0.1L, VW ¼1.5U under RHGCC.

Fig. 13. Trajectories of the ship at hd ¼ 0.1L, VW ¼1.5U under RHGCC.Fig. 12. Mean wind force and moment at hd ¼ 0.1L, VW ¼1.5U under RHGCC.
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steady error under different wind directions quickly, which illus-
trates that the close-loop system under the RHGCC is robust to the
wind effect, and has a faster response than that under the PD
control. From the time histories of r in Fig. 11, it can be seen that a
positive yaw rate is initially presented to obtain a positive yaw
angle, bringing the ship to the desired channel path hd ¼ 0.1L. Then
it turns to negative, and at last the mean yaw rate attenuates to
zero, obtaining and maintaining a constant mean j to counteract
the exogenous disturbances induced by bank effect and wind. Since
the fluctuating wind force and moment do not affect the ship
maneuvering motions in the path following problem, only the
mean wind force and moment acting on the ship are presented in
Fig. 12. From Figs. 11e12, it can be concluded that the wind causes a
shift to the steady-state v and j, and the effect caused by crosswind
is most significant. From the time histories of r, it can be seen that
the wind also causes a difference in the dynamic process of r, and

the largest peak value occurs at jw ¼ 90�. The trajectories of the
ship under different wind directions are compared in Fig. 13, where
the arrows represent the wind directions. It can be concluded that
the wind causes a difference in the dynamic process of the trajec-
tories, and the crosswind has the greatest impact. Fluctuations in
system states induced by the high-frequency component in wind
force are small and in a reasonable range. The rudder operations
presented in Fig. 14 are below the rudder angle and rudder rate
limits.

Case 2. In this case, VW ¼ 3.0U, other conditions are same as those
in Case 1. The results in Figs. 15 and 16 present the close-loop
system states under RHGCC and PD, respectively. From the time
histories of h in Fig. 15, it can be seen that h cannot follow hd ¼ 0.1L
with zero mean steady error, the steady-state deviation varies with
wind directions. By contrast, the time histories of h in Fig. 16 show
that the vehicle's course can follow hd ¼ 0.1L with zero mean
steady error quickly under different wind directions. It indicates
that the close-loop system under RHGCC is robust to the wind di-
rections at VW ¼ 3.0U. For the time histories of j in Fig. 16, the
heading angle turns to positive before it reaches the steady value,
bringing the ship into the desired path hd ¼ 0.1L. Then a constant
mean heading angle is maintained to counteract the exogenous
disturbances induced by bank effect and wind, keeping the vehicle
to follow a straight-line path exactly. The mean wind force and
moment acting on the vehicle are presented in Fig. 17. The trajec-
tories of the ship under different wind directions are compared in
Fig. 18. The rudder operations presented in Fig. 19 are below the
rudder angle and rudder rate limits.

Case 3. In this case, hd ¼ -0.05L, other conditions are same as
those in Case 2. The results of the system states are presented in
Figs. 20 and 21, the path following result is the same as those in the
above two cases, the lateral position under PD control cannot
follow the desired path with zero mean steady error, while it can
under RHGCC. When a ship sails along a channel bank under wind
effect, the hydrodynamic coefficients in ship motion equations vary
with the path due to the bank effect, the equilibriums vary with the
path and the wind. The simulation results show that the close-loop

Fig. 14. Rudder angle and rudder rate at hd ¼ 0.1L, VW ¼1.5U under RHGCC.

Fig. 15. Sway velocity, yaw rate, lateral position and heading angle at hd ¼ 0.1L, VW ¼ 3.0U under PD.
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system under RHGCC can maintain system stable and path
following with zero steady-state error when the ship sails on
different paths under different winds, indicating that the close-loop
system under RHGCC is robust to parameter uncertainty and wind
effect. The mean wind force and moment acting on the ship are
presented in Fig. 22. The trajectories of the ship under different
wind directions are compared in Fig. 23. The rudder operations
presented in Fig. 24 are below the rudder angle and rudder rate
limits.

5.3. Path following capability under wind effect

To further verify the path following capability, simulations for
the ship sails on different paths (hd¼ 0.1L, ±0:05L, 0) under

VW ¼ 3.0U, qW ¼ 90� are conducted. The time domain simulations
are conducted with a time interval of 0.1s, and the simulation time
is 2000s. The initial conditions are set as v0¼ 0m/s, r0¼ 0�/s,
h0 ¼ 0.03m, j0 ¼ 0�; the ship speed is 6knot. The rudder angle and
rudder rate limits (jdj � 35� and

			 _d
			 � 5�/s) are considered in the

feedback design and simulation.
Simulation results are presented in Figs. 25 and 26. From Fig. 25,

it can be seen that the lateral position h can follow hd with zero
mean steady error on various desired paths, which demonstrates
that the close-loop system has a good performance in following
different paths. There are small admissible fluctuations in h due to
the fluctuating wind force. The time histories of rudder angle in
Fig. 26 illustrate that a constant mean rudder angle is needed, and
the rudder angle varies with the desired path. A positive rudder

Fig. 16. Sway velocity, yaw rate, lateral position and heading angle at hd ¼ 0.1L, VW ¼ 3.0U under RHGCC.

Fig. 17. Mean wind force and moment at hd ¼ 0.1L, VW ¼ 3.0U under RHGCC. Fig. 18. Trajectories of the ship at hd ¼ 0.1L, VW ¼ 3.0U under RHGCC.
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angle is needed when hd ¼ 0.1L, the rudder turns from left to right
when hd decreases. When hd changes to negative, the direction of
wind force is consistent with the direction of bank suction force, a
larger mean rudder deflection is needed. It can be seen that when
hd ¼ -0.05L, the mean rudder deflection is the largest. The fluctu-
ations in rudder operation due to the fluctuations of system states
are within the rudder angle limits.

5.4. Wind effect on mean steady-state rudder angle

Figs. 27 and 28 demonstrate the mean steady-state rudder an-
gles changing with wind directions under VW ¼ 1.5U and

VW ¼ 3.0U respectively. The results are obtained by ranging wind
directions from �180� to 180� with an angle interval of 2�. For the
sake of performance comparison, the rudder angle and rudder rate
limits are not considered here. Since the fluctuating wind force
does not affect mean steady-state rudder angle, only mean wind
force and moment are considered in these simulations. In Fig. 27,
the origin (0, 0) is located at hd ¼ 0m, indicating that when jW ¼
0�, the steady-state rudder angle for ship sailing on the centerline
(hd ¼ 0m) is 0�. In addition, when sailing on nonzero path, a con-
stant rudder angle is needed at jW ¼ 0�, which corresponds to the
constant rudder angle for counteracting bank effect to maintain the
desired path. It can also be seen that the rudder angle varies with
the wind direction regularly, and is symmetric about the central
point of the curve due to symmetric geometry of the ship. The
curves in Fig. 27 are parallel to each other, indicating that the path
does not affect the influence of wind direction on rudder angle.
From the comparison of Fig. 27 with Fig. 28, it can be seen that the
larger the wind speed, the larger the corresponding rudder angle is,
since stronger force on the ship is induced by larger wind speed. In
Fig. 28, it can be observed that in some wind directions, the rudder
angles are larger than 35�, which is impractical due to the physical
constraints. In these environment conditions, ship may fail in
following the desired path.

6. Conclusions

An optimal RHGCC has been designed in the paper to solve the
path following problem for a ship sailing along a channel bank
under wind effect. The equations of ship maneuvering motion
under wind effect are established as a linear uncertain system. In
order to counteract the lateral disturbance in the steady state, the
integral of the path error is augmented to the original linear un-
certain system to get an extended state system. For the extended
linear uncertain system, sufficient conditions for the existence of a

Fig. 19. Rudder angle and rudder rate at hd ¼ 0.1L, VW ¼ 3.0U under RHGCC.

Fig. 20. Sway velocity, yaw rate, lateral position and heading angle at hd ¼ -0.05L, VW ¼ 3.0U under PD.
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RHGCC are given in terms of matrix inequality. To obtain an optimal
RHGCC, a convex optimization problem with LMI constraints is
formulated, which can minimize the guaranteed cost of the close-
loop linear uncertain system and mitigate the effect of external
disturbance on the performance output.

The system performance under RHGCC and LQR are compared
first to show the advantage and robustness of RHGCC on different
paths. Then the ship motion under RHGCC and PD are compared
considering wind effect, and the simulation results show that the
ship under RHGCC can follow the desired straight-line path quickly
with zero steady-state error, indicating the superiority of RHGCC
over PD controller. The path following capability of the close-loop

system under the designed RHGCC is further verified by system-
atic simulations. It is shown that a constant rudder angle is needed
to counteract the force caused by bank and wind effects, and the
steady-state rudder angles vary with the desired path, wind speed
and wind direction. In summary, the designed optimal RHGCC can
maintain the zero steady-state error straight-line path following in
spite of model uncertainties and wind effect, which is important for
a ship sailing along the channel bank under wind effect. Future
work will focus on path following in shallow water with different
water depths to study the shallow water effect on the path
following performances.

Fig. 22. Mean wind force and moment at hd ¼ -0.05L, VW ¼ 3.0U under RHGCC. Fig. 23. Trajectories of the ship at hd ¼ -0.05L, VW ¼ 3.0U under RHGCC.

Fig. 21. Sway velocity, yaw rate, lateral position and heading angle at hd ¼ -0.05L, VW ¼ 3.0U under RHGCC.
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